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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM 

Introduction 

A recent trend in psycholinguistic research has been 

to examine child language in the communicative context as a 

key to understanding how children extract and internalize 

grammatical rules from the corpus of speech present in their 

environment. Research topics have included communication 

in mothe~-child dyads (Nelson, 1973~ Brown, 1973; Broen, 

1972~ Snow, 1972), and the interaction between communicative 

language and cognitive development (Bates, 1976; Bowerman, 

1976; Clark, 1973). However, children do not limit their 

talking to the communicative context. They also engage ln 

self-t3lking, both in the presence of others and when they 

are alone (Gallagher and Craig, 1978; Kohlberg, Yaeger, and 

Hjertholm, 1968; Flavell, 1966; Vygots;~y, 1962; Weir, 1962; 

Luria, 1961; Piaget, 1952). 

Although the existence of self-talk in the solitary 

context has been documented (Dale, 1976; Flavell, 1966; 

Weir, 1962; Mowrer, 1950), psycholinguistic research in the 

area of self-communication has focused almost exclusively 

on self-talk occurring in social settings or during problem 

solving activities. Although Piaget (1952~ Luria (1961), 

VygotsJ~y (1962), and Gallagher and Craig (l978) hav·2 2.nalyzed 

this type of self-talk behavior extensively, their t::eories 
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have not explained the existence of solitary-self-tal~ing. 

There has been some speculation that solitary-self-

talk may facilitate communicative language development 

(Dale, 1976; Flavell, 1966; Weir, 1962; Mowrer, 1950). The 

basis for this hypothesis sterns from the observation that 

most children make the transition from single to multiword 

utterances sometime between eighteen and thirty months of 

age, the same period during which most solitary-self-talki~g 

has been observed. In other words, children appear to do 

most of their solitary-self-talking during the period when 

they are acquiring linguistic rules. 

Weir (1962) published a detailed diary study of hsL 

two and one-half year old son Anthony's c~ib tal}:. Although 

she described his phonological, semantic and synt2ctic 

.. drills, •• she did not explore the developmental. rela "':ion-

ship between Anthony's communicative speech and his solita~v-

self-talk. Without an extensive investigation of this ~ela-

tionship, her conclusion that linguistic ·cractlce ls 

mary purpose of solitary-self-talk must remain only s~ec~-

lative. 

Purnose 

The pu!:"pose of this research lS to examine the de-

veloprnen':al rel::1tionship between solitary-self-talk ana 

corr.munj_cc.ti \ 7 e language in children between the ages of 

twenty and thirty months. More specifically, this resear=~ 
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will explore the content, form and function of solitary-

self-talk as compared to communicative speech to parents. 

Definition of Solitary-Self-Talk 

Solitary-self-talk can be operationally defined as 

spontaneous non-communicative verbal behavior which occurs 

primarily in children around the age of twenty-four mon"':.hs. 

Although the variables affecting solitary-self-talk have 

not been identified in previous research, one factor appears 

to be constant. Solitary-self-talk occurs when the child 

1s alone, and the fact that no other humans are present ls 

known to the child. In this regard, solitary-self-talk 1s 

a most private type of verbal behavior. 

Self-talk occurring in the social context has been 

described by a number of researchers and must be clearly 

distinguished frcm solitary-self-talk. This type of self-

talk has bee:1 observed in elder children (between the ages 

of three and seven) who have already acquired 2lernentary 

linguistic competence. Piaget describes this type of sel~-

talk as egocentric speech, or speech without primary com-

. . . t +munlcatlve ln en~, that takes place in an environment of 

listeners. 1 .., 'b d ,_~. 1,_ t -k Vygotshy aesc~l e ~nls se ~- aL c...s a sort of 

car?..soci.c..l :be!:.3.v:!.c~. wnereas Piage--: reported tha-c egocen-tric .... 

speech disappears around the age of seven, Vygotsky believed 

that ,=(.Jccent:~ic sp.~ech evolved into private s_peec1: or verbc:~~-

thought. Luri.a, on the other hand, ~escr j_}Jed sel =-talk ~n 

tf;J:-:ns cf its airective f:J.~cticn d 1.1::"i:lg goai oriei:.t.ed 
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preoperational and operational ~asks. 

Kohlberg et al. (1968), extending the observations 

of Piaget, Vygotsky and Luria, noted that children ln the 

sensorimotor stage of development appear to engage ln a 

sort of social and directive self-talk. This particular 

type of self-talking occurred primarily during the perform-

ance of sensorimotor tasks. It was observed that as the 

child developed, the directive self-talking moved from oc-

curring after an activity to occurring during an activity 

and, finally, to occurring immediately prior to an activity. 

The fine points of distinction between these de-

scriptions of self-talking are not of primary importance to 

this study. What is of the utmost importance, however, is 

the understanding that these theories do not explain the 

existence or the function of solitary-self-talk as it has 

been operationally defined here. 

Kohlberg et al. (1968) distinguished the content, 

form and function of solitary-self-talk, from the self-

talk previously described by Vygotsky, Luria and Piaget, ln 

three ways. Kohlberg stated that solitary-self-talk has 

been observed to occur in much younger children than the 

children described by Piaget, Vygotsky or Luria. He also 

noted that although children gradually stop self-talking 

in the social context around the age of seven, solitary-

self-talk has been observed in normal adults. Finally, 

was noted that linguistic variation appears to be greater 
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~n solitary-self-talk than in social self-talk. These dif-

ferences have led to the assumption that solitary-self-talk 

may have different non-communicative functions for the 

child than social-self-talk and that solitary-self-talk 

might be a precursor to social-self-talking, "egocentric 

speech" or "verbal thought 11 (Flavell, 1966) . 

Review of the Literature 

Non-Communicative Functions 
of Language 

Rees (1973) suggested that children's motivations 

for learning language encompass both communicative and non-

communicative linguistic functions. She outlined four non-

communicative language functions and described three ways 

in which non-communicative language may promote concept 

formation. First, non-communicative language may be used 

to simplify the environment and therefore reduce the child's 

cognitive load. A second interpretation is that non-

communicative language may actually enable the child to 

form new concepts. Finally, a more interactionist inter-

pretation proposes that language use is an integral part of 

the act of concept formation itself and actually advances 

the thouqh'.:. :Jrocess of the individual. -- -'-

Rees defined non-communicative directive languaqe 

as langu3.ge 'f..vhich helps the individual realize an already 

formed concept. It is oriented towards the solving of 

cognitive tasks (p·c::,opera tional level and above) and occurs 
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primarily in older children. 

The magical function, as described by Rees, derives 

from symbol realism and words-as-action properties of early 

childhood utterances. The terms imply that the child's 

labeling activities influence his knowledge o-= what is real 

in the world and that often, words not only stand for ob

jects, but are actions in themselves. Through this function 

the child discovers that words enable him to act on his en

vironment beyond the scope of his physical or connotative 

powers. 

Rees also believes that non-communicative language 

helps the child to discriminate between himself and other 

objects or people. In other words, she believes that non

communicative language helps to establish the child's self

image. As he becomes more aware of himself he begins to 

react to his own speech as he reacts to the speech of others. 

Rees suggests that this function enables the chi~d to use 

self-talk as a means of trying out or defining roles. 

Whereas Rees (1973) discussed non-communicative 

functions of language in general, Weir's (1962) description 

of non-conunur..icative language functions applies specifically 

to crib talk. She concluded that Anthony's crib tal!c se:::-··.red 

five specific and overlapping functions. 

The first function described by Weir is the poetic 

or metalingual function. Weir explains this function as 

the negation of content in favor of emp:1asis or rhythm, 
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rhyme, alliteration and reduplication. Weir also describes 

a connotative function which is similar to the concept 

formation function proposed by Rees (1973). Weir suggested 

that Anthony's use of denotations and self-questions fol

lowed by self-answers aided him in the solution of cogni

tive problems. In some cases Weir believed crib talk func

tioned solely in order to keep the lines of communication 

open. Weir refers to this type of crib talk as serving a 

phatic function. Weir felt that Anthony also engaged in 

crib talking in order to ventilate strong emotions (e.g., 

happiness, sadness, anger) related to daily occurrences. 

Finally, Weir describes a narrative function which enabled 

Anthony to analyze events, break them down into their 

smaller component parts and recount them in order. Weir 

believed that this use of crib talk enabled Anthony to clari~y 

daily events. 

Weir concluded that Anthony's discourses were con

versations in which he assumed the role of both student 

and model. She speculated that crib talk may be a form of 

verbal thought as it was described by Vygotsky (1962). 

Others, however, have extended Weir's interpretation and 

hypothesize that child~en intentionally engage in linguis

tic practice and that this practice facilitates lingui3tic 

development (Dale, 1976; Rees, 1973; Weir, 1962). 

Flavell (1966) 3uggested that self-talk might be 

more cioselv related to communicative language and that its 
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primary function might be to enhance psychological growth. 

He hypothesized that solitary-self-talk occurs when chil

dren need to communicate in the social context but cannot 

satisfy those needs directly. He regarded the "private 

soliloquy" as a pseudo-social act in which children learn

~ng language naturally engage. 

Flavell (1966) described four characteristics o£ 

self-talk which he concluded were typical of self-talk in 

children of all ages. He proposed that self-talk is less 

confining than conversational speech and that self-talking 

does not demand reflected activity. In addition, Flavell 

proposed that self-talk might occur during acts of playing, 

dreaming or remembering. Finally, he suggested that self

talk might reduce tension in that it gives full flow to 

positive or negative feelings. 

Flavell (1966) speculated that self-talking becomes 

a learned behavior and evolves into a problem solving tool 

in later childhood. Like Weir, he may be interpreted as 

believing that solitary-self-talk may evolve into the types 

of self-talk described by Piaget (1962), Luria (1961), and 

Vygotsky (1962) . It would appear that the function of 

solitary-self-talk is, at least in some respects, inte

grally related to the cognitive stage of children in this 

age group. The nature and strength of this relationship 

have yet to be explored. 



Cognitive Development from Eighteen 
to Twenty-Four Months 

Solitary-self-talk and emerglng syntax frequently 

appear in children at approximately the same time, gener-

ally around eighteen months of age. According to Piaget 

9 

(1952), it is at this time (sensorimotor stage VI) that the 

child becomes more capable of representational thinking, 

thinking about an act or problem prior to action. Sensori-

motor stage VI lS followed by the beginning of the preopera-

tional period, characterized by the ability to imagine one 

object as representative of another (e.g., a push toy be-

comes a vacuum cleaner) . This acquisition of "symbolic func-

tion" enables the child to abstract and comprehend not only 

events that take place in the present, but past and future 

events as well. In other words, the child begins to apply 

sensorimotor schemas to events which are not oper3tional. 

The transition between the sixth sensorimotor stage and 

the beginning of the preoperational period may be a pivotal 

point in the development of both solitary-self-talk a~d 

adult grammatical structure. 

The presence of the symbolic function is related 

tc the a~ergence of four behaviors which develop during 

the preoperational period: delayed imitation, the search 

for hidden objects, symbolic play (assimilative behavior) 

and language (Sinclair, 1978; Morehead and Morehead, 1976; 

Phillips, 1975; Piaget, 1952). The preoperational child 
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also becomes increasingly aware of the formal properties 

of objects which, in turn, reflects his increasing ability 

to sort and catalogue his environment. 

The Structure and Functions of Com
municative Language in Two-Year-Olds 

Presumably, the best age group ln which to study 

the developmental relationship between solitary-self-talk 

and spontaneous communicative language is the age group dur-

ing which solitary-self-talk occurs frequently, and the 

transition from single word acquisition to productive use 

of adult syntax lS observed. It is consistently reported 

that most children acquire their basic core vocabulary of 

single word utterances between the ages of twelve and 

eighteen months and that between eighteen months and three 

years basic syntactic structures are established (Dale, 

1976; Bloom, 1975; Brown, 1973; McNeill, 1970; Menyuk, 1969). 

It is also at approximately two years of age that researc~~1-

ers have noted a sudden increase in crib talking (Kohlberg 

et al., 1973; Weir, 1962; Mowrer, 1950). Therefore, soli-

tary-self-talk should be explored within the broader frame-

work of normal language development in two-year-olds. 

Pragmatics ~nd Two-Year-Old Com
municative Language 

Schmidt (1974) observed that the func~ion of much 

two-yeai"-old speech was "control." This language of control 

was expressed by a high frequency of farewells, blessings, 
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appeals, justifications, arguments, and threats in two

year-old communicative speech. Whether or not solitary

self-talk also expresses this interest in 11 control .. is un

known. If, however, solitary-self-talk reflects children's 

communicative interests, then it would be conceivable that 

solitary-self-talk might function as pragmatic play or even 

as pragmatic practice. 

Bates (1975) views pragmatic developmer.t in two

year-olds as being integrally related to the cognitive 

growth which takes place during the early preoperational 

period. According to Bates (1975), two-year-olds are not 

so much developing new performatives (goals) as they are in

creasing their ability to control, coordinate and reflect 

on already existing intentions. It is the interaction be

tween these old intents and previously learned semantic re

lationships which allows children to master the syntactic 

system. Part o= this mastery involves the development of 

the topic-co~ment system. 

Effective spontaneous communication depends on the 

speaker's decisions about where to encode new and old in

formation. Bates believes that it is the child's natural 

inclination to encode novel stimuli before encoding pre

supposed information. This explains why two-year-olds often 

speak in sentences where the syntactic subject appears last 

instead of first in the sentence (e.g., There it is, the 

juice.), and why some two-year-olds include subjects ~n 
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sentences where adults would have deleted them (e.g., It's 

flying, the airplane.). Bates speculated that the emergence 

of adult-type subject first sentences is linked to the de-

veloprnent of subject pronouns and subject-verb agreement 

since both have been observed to develop expressively at 

the same time. She theorized that the simultaneous develop-

rnent of personal pronouns in the subject position and sub-

ject-verb agreement coincide with subject-first word order 

because they are linked with the concept of the syntactic 

subject. The frequency and distribution of subject fi~st 

personal pronouns and subject-verb agreement during solita~y-

self-talk might, therefore, be a factor in discovering the 

function of self-talking. If children are practicing syn-

tax in their solitary-self-talk, these structures should 

appear frequently in the self-talk context. 

Syntactic Development in 
Two-Year-Olds 

The basic structure of English sentences i~volves 

the grammatical relationship between the syntactic subject, 

verb and object. The emergence of adult-type subject-verb-

object strings indicates that the child is learning to map 

syntac-~ic rules onto previously learned semantic relation-

ships. MLU (Mean Length of Utterance) has been used as one 

of the most accurate measures of syntactic complexity up to 

an MLU of 4.0 (Ero~n, 1973). Therefore, an MLU for solita~\--

self-talk which is lower than a child's MLU du~ing 
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conversational speech would indicate that solitary-self

talk is less grammatically complex than conversational 

speech to parents. If solitary-self-talk serves a syntac

tic practice function then MLU in solitary-self-tak should 

reflect the complexity of the structures the child is in 

the process of acquiring. 

The MLU of children between the ages of twenty-four 

months and thirty months was reported by Nelson (1973) to 

range from 1.91 (with a standard deviation of .61) to 4_46 

(with a standard deviation of .84). 

Syntactic growth may also be assessed according to 

the emergence of particular phrase structure and transforma

tional rules. Brown (1973) described certain grammatical 

morphemes that should be acquired by two years of age. The 

term "acquired" in this context means that a structure lS 

used correctly in spontaneous speech 90 percent of the time 

(Brown, 1973). According to Dale (1976) and Brown (1973), 

the following grammatical morphemes should be acquired by 

the age of two years, six months: present progresslve, 

adverbials of place, plural, pas~ irregular, possessive, 

uncontractible copula, articles, past irregular, and third 

person singular regular. By the age of three the child 

should have acquired personal pronouns, secondary verbs, 

T-negatives, T-conjunction, T-yes-no ques~ion, T-Wh ques

tion and T-imperative. Therefore, to determine if solitary

self-talk serves a syntactic practice function, it will be 
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necessary to examine the use of these structures in both 

the solitary-self-talk and the communicative speech contexts. 

~omprehension and Production Strategies 
1n Two-Year-Old Communicative Language 

Nelson (1973) described comprehension and produc-

tion as language learning strategies which operate in a 

complimentary and contrastive manner. Children who exhibit 

a primarily productive strategy may be actively testing 

their developing cognitive schemas against acceptance by 

their environment. Children who exhibit primarily compre-

hension strategies rely less on environmental verification. 

It could be that frequent solitary-self-talkers are chil-

dren who are actively engaged in this type of environmental 

hypothesis testing. In addition to testing their hypotheses 

with their conversational partner, they might be uslng 

solitary-self-talk as a means of assessing their own ideas. 

Solitary-self-talk may then be a problem solving behavior 

related to the social or directive self-talking described 

by Kohlberg et al (1968). 

Solitary-Self-Talk and Linguistic 
Context 

Cazden (1970) identified location, topic, task, 

listeners, and initiation of interaction as important situa-

tional factors which influence content and style of expres-

sion. Uniquely, during solitary-self-talk, the task and 

topic are completely under the child's control and not 
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affected by interaction with others. Although solitary

self-talk takes place in an environment without human lis

teners, inanimate toys might be regarded as pass1ve listen

ers. It is also possible that the child might take both 

the roles of speaker and listener during solitary-self

talking. If solitary-self-talk is primarily an artificial 

dialogue between the child and himself, then solitary-self

talk might function as practice of the communication or 

conversational game. 

Since it is in the child's own room when he is play

ing, falling asleep, or waking up that he experiences the 

most privacy, this location would present the greatest op

portunity for self-talking. This limited context might, 

however, limit the structure and content of self-talk be

cause it is so narrowly defined. Although the differential 

effects of situational factors on solitary-self-talk have 

never been fully defined, it seems that situational limita

tions would affect both the child's language and the play 

behaviors which accompany or precipitate the language ex

pressed. 

Although the interactional effects of language and 

play have been investigated in older children, the effects 

of quality and quantity of play on the expressive language 

of two-year-olds remains to be explored (Mead, 1962; Janus, 

1943; Gesell, 1940; Arr~ngton, 1932; Piaget, 1929). In 

older children langu3ge usually accompanies group physical, 
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manipulative or imaginative play (Janus, 1943). A positive 

correlation between total time in free play and total fre

quency of vocalization has been observed (Arrington, 1932). 

In addition, play also provides children with opportunities 

for experimentation and self-determination. Gesell (1940) 

believes that two-year-old play functions to aid the child 

in self-discovery. Opportunity to play at bedtime or ln 

bed, as well as play habits, may, therefore, have an effect 

on the frequency, quantity, and quality of solitary-self

talk. In this respect, parental attitudes about bedtime 

procedures may also influence self-talking. These situa-

tional factors remain to be fully explored. 

Non-Linguistic Factors Affecting 
Language Development in 
Two-Year-Olds 

Environmental, sex related, socio-economic and in-

telligence factors may also determine a child's progress in 

developing communicative and non-communicative language. 

Recent research has described the mother-child dyad as the 

child's primary language learning en?ironrnent (Broen, 1972; 

Holzman, 1974). Mothers• speech to young children has been 

described as slower, acoustically different, more fluent, 

grammatically simpler, and more limited in vocabulary than 

mothe~s· speech to older children or adults (Holzman, 1974; 

Phillips, 1973; Broen, 1972; Snow, 1972). A mother's 

speech to her chlld has been found to corresnond in com-

plexi ty to the child • s product.ive li:1guist:ic per£onnance 
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in that it parallels or stays slightly ahead of the child's 

expressive abilities. Because the presence of the conver

sational partner has such a great effect on the child's 

speech, so might the absence of the conversational partner 

affect child language, as in the situation of solitary

self-talk. 

Although stylistic differences have been noted be

tween middle class and lower class mothers' speech to chil

dren, the role of social class in linguistic development 

has not been fully determined (Dale, 1976; Holzman, 1974). 

According to Dale (1976) social class studies have deter

mined that class differences may affect vocabulary acqulsl

tion (Stodalsky and Lesser, 1972) but may or may not affect 

syntactic development (Dewart, 1972; Templin, 1972; Osser, 

1969). Shriner and Miner (1968) found that social class 

differences did not affect the acquisition of phonological 

rules. 

Dale (1976) noted that sex differences in young 

children's early language development were less significant 

than had been originally reported. However, the effect of 

sex on mothers' speech to children may still be important. 

Phillips (1973) noted that mothers' speech to girls was 

"almost" identical to mothers' speech to boys in the same 

age group. Her informal observations, however, revealed 

that mothers' speech to girls was more diverse stylistically 

than mot~ers' speech to boys. It has also been noted that 
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mothers speak more frequently to first born or singleton 

children (Ling and Ling, 1974). Because the language learn-

ing environment consists of mothers' speech to children, 

it is possible that mothers' speech affects children's 

expressive linguistic performance. These factors and others 

may influence the quality and quantity of spontaneous con

versational speech an~ possibly, the quality and quantity 

of solitary-self-talk as well. 

Kohlberg et al. (1973) indicated that brighter than 

average children were better at problem solving than aver-

agely bright children and that brighter children used more 

self-talk during problem solving activities. This fact, 

in combination with knowledge about how cognitive disabili-

ties may delay language acquisition (Miller and Yoder, 1975), 

suggests that intelligence may be a factor in the frequency 

and quality of self-talk. The exact nature of the rela~~on-

ship of solitary-self-talk to any of these factors, however, 

is, at present, only speculative. 

Hvpothesis and Questions 

The review of literature suggests that solitary-

self-talking in children between the ages of two and three 

may be related to a variety of factors such as communicative 

lang-c-age development, linguistic strategy, non-linguistic 

factors, cognitlve development, linguistic context, and play 

behaviors.. The preseEt study compares cormnunicati ,j-e lan-

~ ,:::] , . , f 1 1 guage to paren~s a~L~ so~ltary-se~ -ta K i~ four two-year-
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old children. The review of literature led to the develop

ment of the following hypothesis: 

Solitary-self-talk will be found to serve a prl

marily syntactic practice function as evidenced by: 

a) a higher syntactic complexity level than speech 

to parents 

b) a greater incidence of buildups, breakdowns, 

and alterations than conversational speech to 

parents 

c) a higher frequency of developing structures than 

speech to parents. 

The following questions will be explored by descrip

tive analysis: 

1. Are solitary-self-talk and communicative speech 

to parents distinguishable by linguistic form? 

2. Are solitary-self-talk and corrmunica~ive speech 

to parents distinguishable by content? 

3. Are solitary-self-talk and communicative speech 

to parents distinguishable by function? 

4. Does solitary-self-talk relate to the cognitive 

level of the child? 

5. Is solitary-self-talk affected by environmental 

variables? 

6. Is solitary-self-talk affected by physical and 

psycho-social states of the child? 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Subjects 

Subjects were two male and two female children be-

tween the ages of twenty-three and twenty-seven months • -!- ~ 
Wl·_.fl. 

MLU's between 2.0 and 3.3 morphemes per utterance. Chil-

dren were selected according to the following criteria: 

1. All subjects were normal language developing 

children as evidenced by a linguistic analysis 

of a one hundred utterance spontaneous language 

sample and linguistic case history. 

2. All subjects were judged as having normal or 

above normal intelligence as evidenced by their 

performance on the Vineland Social Maturity 

Scale (Doll, 1965). 

3. All subjects exhibited normal neurological, 

medical and psychological case histories. 

4. All subjects were children of native English 

speaking parents with some college education. 

5. All subjects stayed at home curing the day 

with their non-working mothers. 

6. All subjects were singletons. 

7. All subjects slept alone in their own bedrooms. 

8. All subjects were from middle-class families. 

20 
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Equipment 

Reel to Reel Sony (model Number TC270) and Akai 

(model Number 1710W) stereo tape recorders were used to 

record both solitary-self-talk and parent-child dyads. No 

special microphones were used. Memorex and TDK Audua re

cording tapes were used in both situations. 

Interview Procedures 

The examiner explained the test procedures to the 

mother and obtained a subject consent form (Appendix A) 

during an initial interview. Mothers were told ~he intent 

of this study was to investigate solitary-self-talk and its 

relationship to normal language development. The Vineland 

Social Maturity Scale was then administered to the mother. 

This procedure posed standardized questions about the chil

dren's self-help, locomotive, occupational, communicative, 

self-directive and social skills. Additionally, mothers 

were asked questions about children's typical daily routines 

such as: 1) When does your child take naps? 2) At what 

time of day do you and your child most frequent~y play alone 

together? 3) What are your child's favorite toys? 

Language Sampling Procedures 

The initial language sample of one hundred utter

ances was obtained while the ex2miner was present to observe 

mother-child interaction. Subsequent sampling occurred over 

periods ranging from twc and o~e-half wee~s up to one month. 
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Scheduling was flexible to allow for weekend vacations, 

houseguests or illnesses. In all cases, recording ccntinued 

until a minimum of four hundred utterances of solitary-self

talk and four hundred utterances of parent-child conversa

tions were obtained. 

In all cases one father-child interaction was re

corded. These samples were included in the study for all 

children because no differences were found between mother

child and father-child dyads. 

Mothers were instructed to record half-hour sesslons 

of parent-child interaction daily. They were then instructed 

to turn on the tape recorder immediately pr1or to bedtime or 

naptime every day. Mothers were told to leave the tape re

corder running during pauses in solitary-self-talking and 

to turn off the recorder only when the child was asleep. In 

the case of intermittent sleepers, the recorder remained on 

during the entire nap. 

All mothers were instructed 1n the operation of the 

tape recorder and asked to call the examiner if there were 

any problems. All recordings were made at a speed of 1 7/8. 

Recording Solitary-Self-Talk 

The microphone was taped to the wall in each child's 

room and was connected to the tape recorder in the hallwav 

and hidden from view. 
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Recording Parent-Child Dyads 

Mothers were instructed that the parent-child dyads 

should be as natural as possible. No specific activities 

were planned for parents and children. However, ?arents 

were requested to engage the child in a variety of activi

ties. 

Diaries 

Mothers were given mimeographed forms on which to 

take notes about their children's health, moods, activities 

and interests during the days on which they recorded con

versations and self-talk. Mothers also recorded mother

child excursions (e.g., grocery shopping, doctor's appoint

ments) and visitors to the horne. In addition, mothers were 

requested to report any events which were new to the child 

or that were particularly exciting or disturbing. A copy 

of this form .may be found in Appendix B. 

Piagetian Tasks 

Subsequent to taping but prlor to data anslysis, 

each child participated in several behavioral tasks. These 

tasks were designed to discover whether or not the children 

were preoperational. The tasks involved the use of a tri

cycle, a finger puppet and some pillows. The first task 

was designed to reveal pretend behaviors and required the 

child to make believe that the box was a car. The second 

task involved overcoming obstacles. The child's room was 
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left partially open but the door was obstructed by toys on 

the other side. The child was allowed to take the tricycle 

to the other room but had to figure out how to get it 

through the door. The third task was designed to discover 

whether children's object permanency concepts had developed 

to the preoperational level. Children were presented with 

a finger puppet and two pillows. The examiner hid the pup

pet first under the first pillow (three times) then under 

the second pillow (three times), then under the first pil

low once. If the child was entering the preoperational 

stage he was expected to look under the second pillow when 

he did not find the puppet under the first pillow. 

Because Piaget has not included beginning preopera

tional tasks ln his work, these tasks were specifically 

designed for this study. These behavioral observations 

were used in combination with analyses of children's lin

guistic utterances as indications of preoperational or 

sensorimotor behaviors. 

Tape Analyses 

All tapes were transcribed by the examlner and un

intelligible utterances were omitted. An utterance was 

judged to be unintelligible if the examiner could not tran

scribe it after playing it a total of six times. 

All utterances were recorded on data analysis sheets 

and analyzed by two trained graduate students, the examlner 

and the thesis advisor for the presence or absence of 
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forty-five grammatical variables. These variables are 

listed in Appendix c. In addition, the examiner analyzed 

the data for the presence of phonological play, social, 

idiomatic or attention getting expressions, ~iliU and the 

presence of buildups, breakdowns, alterations, and phrase 

repetitions. These terms are defined in Appendix D-

Inter-Judge Reliability 

Inter-judge reliability was determined by having 

both the examiner and the thesis advisor re-analyze all 

utterances coded by the two trained graduate students. A 

percentage comparison indicated agreement in the range of 

88 to 95 percent for both solitary-self-talk and communlca

tive speech analyses. The majority of disagreement was a 

result of confusion regarding two variables, which was l~ter 

resolved by the examiner and recoded for consistency. 

Intra-Judge Reliability 

Intra-judge reliability was deterrrlined by having 

each judge recode two hundred utterances. A percentage com

parison indicated agreement ranging from 90 to 97 percent 

for both conditions. 

Statistical Analysis 

Three step-wise multiple discriminant analyses ~cr 

forty-five phrase structure and transformational variables 

were performed to determine w:1ether soli tary-se1::-t2.2..k and 

conversational soeecn to parents could be d~scri~i~ated on 
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the basis of grammatical rules. Separate discriminate anal-

yses were performed for grammatical use, ungrammatical use, 

and omissions of the transformational and phrase structu~e 

variables (Klecka, 1975) . 

Informal Analyses 

Informal analyses were used to further describe the 

content and function of each child's self-talk. Percent

age comparisons were used to exam1ne relative frequencies 

of phonological play, social, idiomatic, or attention get

ting expressions, exact phrase repetitions, and MLU. De

scriptive analyses explored the relationship between 

solitary-self-talk and environmental variables, the psycho

social and physical state of the child, and cognitive de

velopment. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

Approximately four hundred solitary-self-talk utter

ances and ~our hundred parent-child dyad utterances were 

obtained from each child, yielding a total of approximately 

3200 utterances ~n fifty-eight observations (n = 58, d£ = 10). 

Three step-wise multiple discriminant analyses for forty-

five phrase structure and transformational variables were 

performed to determine significant functions for gra~~ati-

cal use, ungrammatical use, and omissions of syntactic 

rules. 

Percentage compar~sons were used to determine dif

ferences between Mean Length of Utterances (MLU) ~n solitary

self-talk and conversational speech, relative frequencies 

of buildups, breakdowns and alterations, and relative fre-

quencies of exact phrase repetitions. Percentage cornpari-

sons were also utilized to determine differences in the 

relative frequencies of phonological play, and the relative 

frequencies of social, idiomatic and attention getting ex

pressions in solitary-self-talk and conversatio~al speech 

to parents. 
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Analyses of Syntactic Complexity in 
Conversational Speech to Parents 

and in Solitary-Self-Talk 

MLU in Solitary-Self-Talk and 
Conversational Speech 
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The means of the MLU's in conversation were com-

pared to the means of the MLU's in solitary-self-talk. This 

comparison showed that MLU's are higher in conversation to 

parents than in solitary-self-talk. This comparison is 

illustrated on Table 1 

TABLE 1 

MEANS OF MLU SCORES FOR SOLITARY-SELF-TALK 
AND CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH 

Child MLU Dyad MLU SST 

oc 2.58 2.53 

JC 2.86 2.37 

JW 2.12 1.57 

RA 2.39 2.02 

At-test for correlated data yielded a value oft= 3.7 

which was significant at the .05 level of confidence (df -

3) • 

Step-wise Multiple Discriminant Anal
ysis on Grarrmatical Use of Phrase 
structure and Transformational Rules 

One significant discriminant function was deri~ed 

based on twenty-six variables: noun phrase-1, definite 
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article, determiner-2, personal pronoun, possesslve pronoun, 

singular count noun, verb-transitive, verb-intransitive, 

present tense marker, past tense marker, auxiliary-2 (be + 

ing), adverbial of manner, adverbial of place, adverbial 

of time, modifier, adjective, tag or intonational question, 

T-yes-no question, T-Wh-noun phrase question, T-imperative, 

T-insert-do, T-possessive, T-nominalization, and T-adverb 

. . 
lnverslon. 

Group membership was correctly predicted in 100 per-

cent of cases. The group centroids are represented on 

Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

CENTROIDS OF GROUPS IN REDUCED SPACE 
(Correct Productions) 

Group Centroid 

1 (SST) 0.80511 

2 (Dyad) -1.15518 

Standardized discriminant function coefficients are 

listed on Table 3. This combination of linear variables 

discriminated between solitary-self-talk and conversational 
2 

dyad groups (Wilks' lambda = .0531, X - 117.459, p .0001). 

The associated eigenvalue was 17.84935 and the canonical 

correlation was .973. 

The means and standard deviations for the discrim-

inant function indicate that all phrase structure and 



TABLE 3 

STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
(Correct Productions) 

Variables 

NP-1 
Def. Article 
Determiner-2 
Personal Pronoun 
Possessive Pronoun 

Singular Count Noun 
Non-Count Noun 
VTR 
VIN 
Present Tense 

Past Tense 
Particle 
Be + ing 
Adverbial of Manner 
Adverbial of Place 

Adverbial of Time 
Modifier 
Adjective 
Tag/Intonational Question 
T-Yes/No Question 

T-Wh/Noun Phrase 
T-Imperative 
T-Insert Do 
T-Possessive 
T-Nominalization 

T-Adverb Inversion 

Function 

-0.49134 
-0.11919 

0.37165 
0.37026 

-0.15296 

0.34937 
-0.33228 
-0.14393 

0.31380 
0.26029 

0.34910 
0.26246 

-0.18074 
0.12488 
0.15881 

-0.37337 
0.08433 
0.19064 

-5.39823 
5.51108 

-0.41758 
-0.42187 
-0.2~456 
-0.48116 
-0.11525 

-0.17389 
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transformational rules were produced correctly more often 

in dyads than in solitary-self-talk. The means and stan-

dard deviations are reported on Table 4. 



TABLE 4 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(Correct Productions) 

Variable Mean SST SD SST 

NP-1 0.8194 0.4546 
Def. Art. 0.2440 0.2895 
Det.-2 0.1272 0.2059 
Pers. PN. 0.7966 0.7601 
Pass. PN. 0.2443 0.2942 

Sg. Ct. N. 0.7480 0.6066 
Non Ct. N. 0.1475 0.2427 
VTR 0.8400 0.5805 
VIN 0.9797 2.0058 
Pres. Tense 0.1210 0.2041 

Pst. Tense 0.0312 0.0954 
Particle 0.3672 0.3539 
Be + 1.ng 0.0149 0.0503 
Adv. Manner 0.1605 0.2582 
Adv. Place 0.4505 0.4388 

Adv. Time 0.0462 0.1188 
Modifier 0.0843 0.2280 
Adjective 0.1747 0.2587 
Tag/Int. Q. 0.2341 0.2721 
T-Yes/no 0.0277 0.0846 

T-WH/NP 0.0124 0.0497 
T-Imperative 0.4805 0.4248 
T-Do 0.0047 0.0270 
T-Possessive 0.0139 0.0630 
T-N om. 0.0054 0.0312 

T-Adv. Inv. 0.0582 0.1368 

step-wise Multiple Discriminant Anal
ysis of Developing Phrase Structu~e 
and Transformational Rules 

Mean Dyad 

1.2087 
0.3810 
0.1362 
0.9047 
0.3180 

0.8841 
0.2079 
1.0323 
0.5457 
0.1273 

0.0073 
0.2544 
0.0409 
0.2775 
0.6459 

0.0915 
0.1806 
0.2743 
2.1571 
3. 53 97 

0.1926 
0.5521 
0.0489 
0.0537 
0.0 

0.2510 
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SD Dyad 

0.2735 
0.3292 
0.1872 
0.3289 
0.2957 

0.4703 
0.2473 
0.2978 
0.3071 
0.1698 

0.0349 
0.2723 
0.1180 
0.3155 
0.3357 

0.2258 
0.2241 
0.3496 
8.3160 

16.7054 

0.2042 
0.315S 
0.0978 
0.0979 
0.0 

0.3080 

One significant function was derived based on ten 

variables: indefinite article, personal pronoun, possessive 

pronoun, T-yes-no question, T-Wh-adverbia.::.. question, 
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T-pronominalization, T-conjunction, T-indirect object, 

T-infinitive, and T-adverb inversion. 

The standardized discriminant function coefficients 

are listed on Table 5. This linear combination of variables 

discriminated between solitary-self-talk and conversational 

2 dyad groups (Wilks' lambda= .4265, X - 44.307, p .0001). 

The associated eigen value was 1.34448 and the canonical 

correlation was .757. 

TABLE 5 

STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
(Developing Structures) 

Indefinite Article -0.57199 

Personal Pronoun 0.54344 

Possess~ve Pronoun -0.25491 

T-Yes-No Question -0.37250 

T-Wh-Adverb Question -0.46935 

T-Pronomialization 0.36452 

T-Conjunction -0.25745 

T-Indirect Object -0.15913 

T-Infinitive -0.19306 

T-Adverb Inversion -0.21978 

Group membership was correctly predicted in 83.3 percen~ 

of cases. The centroids for each group based on the 



discriminant function are listed on Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

CENTROIDS FOR GROUPS IN REDUCED SPACE 
(Developing Structures) 

Group 

1 (SST) 

2 (Dyad) 

Centroid 

0.62175 

-0.90672 
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The means and standard deviations for the variables 

within the discriminant function are listed on Table 7. 

Indef. Art. 

Pers. PN. 

Poss. PN. 

T-Yes/No Q. 

T-Wh/Adv. Q. 

T-Pro. 

T-Conj. 

T-Ind. Obj. 

T-Infinitive 

T-Adverb Inv. 

TABLE 7 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(Developing Structures) 

0.0044 0.0262 0.0514 

0.0591 0.1251 0.0227 

0.0040 0.0239 0.0140 

0.0114 0.0472 0.782 

0.0939 0.1940 0.2556 

0.0144 0.0637 0.0 

0.0099 0.0589 0.0168 

0.0157 0.0670 0.0387 

0.2411 0.2516 0. 3489 

0.0135 0.0659 0.0466 

0.1111 

0.0859 

0.0473 

0.1711 

0.2250 

0.0 

0.0822 

0.0927 

0.2368 

0.0973 
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These means and standard deviations indicate that there was 

a higher relative frequency of developmental errors on 

indefinite articles, possessive pronouns, T-yes-r.o questions, 

T-Wh-adverbial questions, T-conjunction, T-indirect object, 

T-infinitive, and T-adverb inversions in the conversational 

dyad group. For personal pronouns and T-pronomialization, 

a higher relative frequency of developmental errors were 

found in solitary-self-talk. 

Step-wise Multiple Discriminant Analysis 
of Omitted Obligatory Phrase Structure 
and Transformational Rules 

One significant function was derived based on four-

teen variables: noun phrase 1, definite. article, personal 

pronoun, possessive pronoun, verb-transitive, past tense, 

auxiliary omission, copula, adverbial of manner, noun phrase 

2, T-Wh-adverb question, T-negative, T-insert do, and T-

pronomialization. Standardized discriminant function co-

efficients are listed on Table 8. This linear combination 

of variables discriminated between solitary-self-talk and 

conversational dyad groups (Wilks' lambda= .3531, x2 
-

46.843, p .0001). The associated eigen value was 1.83193 

and the canonical correlation was .804. Group membership 

was predicted correctly in 90.74 percent of cases. The 

centroids for each group based on the discriminant function 

are listed on Table 9. 



TABLE 8 

STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
(Omissions) 

Noun Phrase 1 

Definite Article 

Personal Pronoun 

Possessive Pronoun 

VTR 

Past Tense 

Auxillary Omission 

Copula 

Adverbial of Manner 

Noun Phrase 2 

T-Wh-Adverb Question 

T-Negative 

T-Do 

T-Pronomialization 

Function 
Coefficient 

0.24551 

-0.21577 

-0.19990 

0.28741 

-0.35027 

-0.23566 

-0.30057 

0.29370 

-0.33760 

-0.45815 

0.43396 

0.33600 

-0.45412 

-0.36836 

TABLE 9 

CENTROIDS OF GROUPS IN REDUCED SPACE 
(Omissions) 

Group 

1 (SST) 

2 (Dyad) 

Centroid 

0.80511 

-1.15518 
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The means and standard deviations for the discrim-

inant function indicate that noun phrase 1, definite article, 

personal pronoun, possessive pronoun, T-Wh-adverb and T-

negative were omitted more often in solitary-self-talk than 

in dyads. Verb-transitive, past tense, auxillaries, copula, 

adverbial of manner, noun phrase 2, T-insert-do, and T-

pronomialization were omitted more often in dyads. The 

means and standard deviations for the discriminant function 

are listed on Table 10. 

NP-1 
De f. Art. 
Pers. PN. 
Possess. 
VTR 

Pst. Tns. 
Aux. Om. 
Copula 
Adv. Man. 
NP-2 

T-Wh/Adv. 
T-Neg. 
T-Do 
T-Pro. 

TABLE 10 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FUNCTION 1 
FOR GROUPS ONE AND TWO 

(Omissions) 

0.4796 0.7701 0.3704 
0.0792 0.4335 0.0 
0.1780 0.3040 0~1868 

PN. 1.3409 7.3016 0.0070 
0.0369 0.1007 0.0782 

0.0215 0.0682 0.1326 
0.1855 0.2814 0.0601 
0.2321 0.2843 0.3308 
0.0 0.0 0.0601 
0.1027 0.1995 0.2056 

4.3333 13.5655 0.0145 
0.0222 0.0667 0.0 
0.1322 0.2321 0.2715 
0.0 0.0 0.0454 

0.2413 
0.0 
0. 243 9 
0.0342 
0.1430 

0.2072 
0.2484 
0.2727 
0.2003 
0.2005 

0.0711 
0.0 
0.3351 
O.l243 
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Summary 

Step-wise multiple discriminant analyses were peY-

formed to determine differences between solitary-self-talk 

and conversational speech based on acquired structures, 

developing structures, and obligatory structures which were 

omitted. Results of these analyses in combination with MLU 

scores are evidence that solitary-self-talk does not pri-

marily function as syntactic practice. The hypothesis is 

rejected. 

Percentage Comparisons of Phonological 
Play in Solitary-Self-Talk and 

Conversational Speech 

Percentage comparisons show a higher incidence of 

phonological play in solitary-self-talk than in conversa-

tional speech. Percentage comparisons are illustrated on 

Table 11. 

Child 

oc 

JC 

JW 

RA 

TABLE 11 

PERCENTAGES OF PHONOLOGICAL PLAY IN SST 
AND CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH 

% Phonological % Phonological 
Play SST Play Dyad 

9% 0% 

31% 1% 

41% 4% 

21% 2% 



Percentage Comparisons of Social, Idiomatic 
and Attention Getting Expressions ln 

Solitary-Self-Talk and Conver
sational Speech 

Percentage comparlsons show a higher incidence of 

social, idiomatic or attention getting expressions in 

solitary-self-talk than in conversational speech for two 

children and a lower incidence of these expressions ln 

solitary-self-talk for two children. This suggests that 

solitary-self-talk and conversational speech are not dis-

criminable with respect to frequency of social, idiomatic 
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and attention getting expressions. Percentage comparisons 

are listed on Table 12. 

TABLE 12 

PERCENTAGES OF SOCIAL, IDIOMATIC, AND ATTENTION 
GETTING EXPRESSIONS IN SOLITARY-SELF-TALK 

AND CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH 

Child % In SST % In Dyad 

oc 24% 37% 

JC 32% 26% 

JW 38% 35% 

RA 27% 32% 



Percentage Comparisons of Exact Phrase 
Repetitions in Solitary-Self-Talk 

and Conversational Speech 

39 

Percentage comparisons show a higher frequency of 

exact phrase repetitions (three repetitions or more) in 

solitary-self-talk than in conversational speech to parents. 

The data are on Table 13. These comparisons suggest that 

solitary-self-talk and conversational speech may be dis-

tinguished by frequency of exact phrase repetitions. 

TABLE 13 

PERCENTAGES OF EXACT PHRASE REPETITIONS 
IN SOLITARY-SELF-TALK AND 

CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH 

Child % SST % Dyad 

oc 6.5% 1.8 % 

JC 6.8% 1.0 % 

JW 5.8% 1.58% 

RA 2.3% .35% 

Percentage Comparisons of Buildups, 
Breakdowns and Alterations 

Percentage comparisons of buildu~s, breakdowns and 

alterations showed similar percentages of these sequences 

in solitary-self-talk and in conversational speech to 

parents. These percentages indicate that solitary-self

talk and conversational speech may not be distinguishable 

on the basis of buildups, breakdowns and alterations. 
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Percentages are listed on Table 14. 

TABLE 14 

PERCENTAGES OF BUILDUPS, BREAKDOWNS AND ALTERATIONS 
IN SOLITARY-SELF-TALK AND CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH 

Child SST Dyad 

oc 8.6% 7.08% 

JC 9.7% 10.60% 

JW 7.0% 11.0 % 

RA 11.0% 7.25% 

Summary of Percentage Comparisons 

Percentage comparisons show that while solitary-

self-talk and conversation are similar on the basis of fre-

quency of buildups, breakdowns, and alterations, and on the 

basis of social, idiomatic and attention getting express1ons, 

they are distinguishable on the basis of phonological play 

and exact phrase repetitions. Solitary-self-talk con~ained 

a higher percentage of phrase repetitions as well as a 

higher percentage of phonological play sequences. 

Piagetian Tasks 

All children successfully participated ln the sym-

bolic play task but only when the examiner played with them. 

For example, if the examiner said she wanted to go to the 

playground, the child usually agreed to take he~ there. All 

children completed the obstacle task by remov1ng the 



obstructions in an organized manner. All four children 

accomplished the object permanency task. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Syntactic Complexity in Solitary-Self-Talk 
and Conversational Speech to Parents 

Solitary-self-talk lS significantly less complex 

than conversational speech to parents as evidenced by a MLU 

comparisons and discriminant analyses. 

Discriminant analyses of forty-five phrase struc-

ture and transformational rules provided evidence that chil-

drens' speech in conversational dyads is more complex than 

in solitary-self-talk. While conversational speech is at 

a transformational level, solitary-self-talk 1s character-

ized primarily by phrase structure rules. More specifically, 

conversational speech contained more transformational rules 

per utterance than solitary-self-talk. 

The only two structures present across all discrirn-

inant analysis functions were personal and possessive pro-

nouns. Bates (1973) noted that the emergence of personal 

pronouns ln the subject position was a factor marking the 

development of adult type syntactic structures. Whereas 

concepts of person identification and possession were fre-

quently marked in the surface structure during conversation, 

children deleted these forms from the surface structure 1n 

solitary-self-talk. Although most omissions occ~rring 

during solitary-self-talk involve later developing struc-

tures, the deletion of personal and possessive pronouns in 
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solitary-self-talk probably results from elipsis rather 

than limited syntactic competence. These deletions are l~

dicative of differences between language use in communica

tive and non-communicative contexts. 

Further analysis of the discriminant functions re

vealed that while solitary-self-talk was primarily charac

terized by the use of simple phrase structure and early de

veloping transformational rules, conversational speech was 

characterized by the use of more complex phrase structure 

rules (e.g., auxiliary structures) and later developing 

transformational rules (Tables 4, 7, and 10). Since develop

ing structures are observed more frequently during conversa

tion than during solitary-self-talk, the primary function 

of solitary-self-talk cannot be syntactic practice. 

Solitary-Self-Talk as Phonological Play 

Phonological play occurs more often during solitary

self-talk than during conversational dyads. In fact, it 

was entirely absent from many conversational episodes. Some 

typical examples of the type of phonological play observable 

in solitary-self-talk were taken from the transcripts of JC: 

/idi idi auw/ 

/idi ida auw/ 

/idi ida auw/ 

/ida ida auw/ . 

/dabe dabe dabe dabe da/ 



/dabe dabe dabe dabe da/ 

/di/ 

Other instances of phonological play contain words which 

are sung or repeated in a rhythmic manner: 

walk walk walk walk 

wet walk/wup wup wap/ 

/wip wip wip wit wit/ 

the /wit/ the /wit wit wit/ 

I /wip/ 

oakie doakie 

oakie doakie 

oakie doakie 

oakie doakie 

oakie doakie 

ah! 

peek a boo! 
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Solitary-self-talk also contained a higher incidence 

of exact phrase repetitions than conversational speech. 

Phrases were often repeated as many as twelve times with 

varying intonational patterns. A short example of this type 

of supra-linguistic play is taken from the transcripts of 

OC: 

Oh, take this. 

Take this off. 

Take this off. 
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Take this off. 

Take this off. 

Another child, RA, enjoyed say1.ng his name over and over 
. 

varying the pitch agaJ.n, and rhythm: 

This your house 

No, not 

This Ransom house 

That Ransom 

Ransom Ransom Ransom Ransom Ransom Ransom 

Ransom Ransom Ransom Ransom Ransom Ransom 

At times, phonological and intonational play occurred simul-

taneously as can be seen in this paragraph from Jc•s tran-

scripts: 

There•s the playdough 

There•s the playdough playdough playdough 

There where goes the playdough 

Play the playdough 

Go play the playdough playdough playdough 

Observations of phonological play and repetitious sequences 

suggest that some of solitary-self-talk is linguistic or 

sound play, which is fulfilling the poetic or alliterative 

function described by Weir (1962). 

Solitary-Self-Talk: Old Forms 
and New Content 

Children who self-talk often describe recent or on-

going e~viro~mental events that are novel or exciting. This 
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type of solitary-self-talk is characterized by the combina

tion of simple semantic relations or subject-verb-object 

strings with new vocabulary items and developing concepts. 

In some manner, therefore, solitary-self-talk appears to 

follow the language universal originally proposed by Slobin 

(1971) that children describe new events with old forms. 

Solitary-self-talk may, therefore, be a strategy used by 

some children to aid them in accommodating new conceptual 

schemas into their developing cognitive and linguistic 

repetoires as suggested by Rees (1973) and Weir (1962). 

Rather than loading both the cognitive and linguistic sys

tems simultaneously, the children express new cognitive 

information with linguistic structures which have already 

been acquired. Interestingly, some of the children were 

engaged in identical sets of new experiences during the ex

periment. Three of the four children were being toilet 

trained while self-talk was being taped. All three children 

described their feelings, concerns and desires about bath

room activities in very simple language. A typical example 

of this type of solitary-self-talk was taken from the tran

scripts of OC: 

Mommy. 

There we go. 

Okay. 

Go Bathroom. 

Okay. 

Go bathroom? 



Okay 

Go Bathroom? 

I go bathroom. 

I go bathroom. 

Oh 

You go bathroom. 

I go ti ti. 

I go ti ti. 

Is the bed wet? 

Oh. 

Okay. 

This wet. 

This wet. 

Go ti ti. 

Go ti ti. 

Okay. 

Go ti ti. 

Go ti ti. 

Okay. 

Goes ti ti. 

Goes ti ti. 

Go ti ti. 

Go ti ti. 

Go. 

I read this. 
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Go ti ti go. 

Go ti ti go. 

It's go. 

It's go. 

ti ti 

Mothers' notations about daily events revealed that these 

toilet sequences were not unique. The children discussed 

other new and exciting events ln a similar manner. JW 

included this sequence in his solitary-self-talk after his 

first experience at a birthday party: 

I birthday party. 

Party 

Party 

You give her two books. 

I her two books. 

I her two books. 

Book 

JC, who had flown a kite with her father for the first time 

on Sunday, verbalized this sequence in her solitary-self

talk on Tuesday night: 

Kite outside. 

Kite outside Mom. 

Kite outside Mom. 

Kite out. 

A kite. 

Come on. 
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wait. 

Kite kite kite. 

Kite kite kite 

Kite kite kite Morn 

Kite kite kite 

Kite kite kite Morn 

Kite outside 

Kite outside 

Hi ya 

Kite 

These examples suggest that solitary-self-talk 1s 

not a one dimensional behavior, but one which fulfills a 

number of developmental functions. How these functions 

interact remains to be explored as does the question of why 

some children engage in solitary-self-talking while others 

do not. 

Solitary-Self-Talk and Pragmatics: 
Old Structures and New Functions 

While researchers have consistently reported that 

solitary-self-talk has conversational characteristics 

(Gallagher and Craig, 1978; Baltaxe et al., 1978; Weir, 

1962), they have assumed that conversational speech and 

solitary-self-talk are distinguishable by the presence of 

buildups, breakdowns, and alterations. In fact, the assurnp-

tion that solitary-self-talk is linguistic p~actice ~s built 

on the premise that these linguistic patterns were unique to 
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solitary-self-talk. Although buildups, breakdowns and al

terations occur during solitary-self-talk, they also occur 

in the conversational speech of both the child and his 

parents. The difference between these two situations is 

that buildups, breakdowns, and alterations observed during 

conversational speech occur at a much more complex gra~~ati

cal level. Again, this indicates that whatever syntactic 

patterns occur during solitary-self-talk, they are not con

scious practice of developing structures. They may, how

ever, be behaviors that are merely incidental to other kinds 

of practice, such as practice of the conversational game. 

Not only are buildups, breakdowns, and alterations 

shared by solitary-self-talk and conversation, but the in

cidences of social, idiomatic and attention getting expres

sions are also similar. These similarities provide addi

tional evidence of solitary-self-talk's role in pragmatic 

development. Other evidence can be seen in the high inci

dence of solitary-self-talk sequences in which children 

appear to be engaging in conversations with themselves or 

imaginary playmates. These children seem to be using old 

structures in a conversational format (questioning, turn 

taking) to develop new functions. In addition to the func

tions described by Schmidt (1974) , as characteristic of 

two-year-old speech, children also expressed many other of 

the same functions expressed in conversations to parents. 

Throughout these sequences the children initiate and change 
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topics, argue with themselves, command themselves to do 

things, ask rhetorical questions, and verify information. 

The following sequences by JW, RA and JC illustrate what 

might be practice of the regulatory, personal, conversa

tional, informative, inquisitive, and expressive functions: 

JW Go get nana okay? 

Got it. 

Yeah I got it. 

Oh 

I got a circle. 

Block. 

Right. 

See that? 

RA This your house. 

No, not. 

That Ransom House. 

JC No doctor. 

Let's no doctor agaln. 

He get Jennifer. 

He get her, No? 

Her get her? 

No no no! 

Whether or not these pragmatic speech acts are conscious 

practice remains to be fully explored. 
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Solitary-Self-Talk and Cognitive Development: 
Assimilation and Accommodation 

Much of the repetitious play observable during 

solitary-self-talk appears to be a form of self-stimulation. 

This type of play is frequently accompanied by singi~g, 

rhythmic variation and alliteration. In a Piagetian sense, 

this type of repetitive play may be explained as assimila-

tive behavior. The following examples were found to be typi-

cal of this type of play behavior: 

JC La La La La La La La 

Jingle bells jingle bells 

la la la la 

Go sleep go sleep. 

Go sleep go sleep. 

Go sleep go sleep. 

Go sleep go sleep. 

Go sleep go sleep. 

Go sleep go sleep. 

Go sleep go sleep. 

I fall sleep. 

I fall sleep. 

I fall sleep. 

I fall sleep. 

I fall asleep. 

Come on. 



RA Hi Hello 

Hello 

Hello 

Hey you 

Hey you 

Hey 

Don't 

Hi 

Hey you 

Hey you 

Oh wow 

Shhhhhhhhhhhh! 
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These sequences reflect assimilation because the children 

are not altering their schemas to absorb new experlences. 

Instead, they are utilizing old schemas in a repetitive 

manner. 

Another explanation for the high incidence of repe

titions during solitary-self-talk is related to the Piage

tian concept of play as accommodation. According to Piaget, 

young children tend to repeat behaviors that are in the 

process of developing in order to accommodate them. It lS 

precisely when children use old forms to express new content 

that they are most repetitious. Two of JC's sequences 

illustrate this phenomenon. In the first example she ac

commodates new learning of the song, "Here We Go Round the 

Mulberry Bush .. into an account of her immediate experience: 
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Here we go round the bush. 

Round the bush right here. 

Get up . . . 
I get . 

the bed. 1n 

I get . 
the bed. ~n 

I get . 
the bed. J.n 

I got J.n the bush. 

I get . 
the bush. ~n 

I got ln the bush. 

I got it. 

I got 1n it. 

I got 1n the bush. 

In the second example she accommodates new learning of the 

word "roast beef" into her solitary-self-talk: 

Beef beef beef beef. 

Beef beef beef beef. 

Beef beef beef beef. 

Beef beef beef beef. 

Beef beef beef beef. 

Beef beef beef beef. 

Roast beef beef. 

Roast beef beef. 

want roast beef. 

Where's the beef. 

Roast beef. 
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Although the exact mean~ng of the presence of assimi

lative and accommodative behaviors ln solitary-self-talk is 

unknown, it is possible that the combination of these two 

behaviors (Adaptation) results in learning and cognitive 

development. 

Further evidence indicative of the developmental 

nature of the relationship between solitary-self-talk and 

cognition was discovered when the solitary-self-talk se

quences of the child used in the pilot (JC) were compared 

to her solitary-self-talk during the experiment. JC was be

tween fifteen and seventeen months of age during the pilot 

study and still in sensorimotor stage VI. While differences 

were observed between her early solitary-self-talk and the 

solitary-self-talk sequences of all children in the study, 

JC's later solitary-self-talk and conversational sequences 

were similar to those of the other experimental children. 

An example of JC's solitary-self-talk during the sensori

motor period illustrates self-talk which describes only 

events which are operational at the moment of self-talking: 

Feet feet foot. 

Feet feet. 

Up down. 

Up. 

Do~~-

Up down foot. 

Up down foot. 
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In contrast, all the preoperational chi~d~en, ln

cluding JC, were able to describe events which had occ~Yred 

in the recent past, to express desires, and to converse 

with themselves. In some cases, solitary-self-talk con

tained symbolic play, as does this sequence from OC, during 

which she has an imaginary conversation with her grandmother 

on the telephone: 

There, play telephone. 

Phone ringing. 

Hi Ga Ga. 

How's doin? 

I fine. 

Daddy take me. 

Oh, daddy take me. 

Daddy take me. 

Daddy come take me there. 

Okay. 

These preoperational children also engaged in pre

tend play behaviors involving imitating the role o£ the 

mother. This is not imitation in the linguistic sense, but 

imitation of the "caretaking" function, which is primarily 

accornmodatory behavior. An example of this type of sequence 

is taken from the transcripts of JC: 

You get up. 

You get up. 

No! 
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I got the diapers. 

Jennifer got it. 

Jennifer get the diaper. 

It go 1n. 

Oh. 

Okay Okay. 

I change the diaper. 

Uh Oh! 

This type of solitary-self-talk may also reflect the lan-

guage of "control" reported by Schmidt (1974). 

Kohlberg et al. (1968) suggested that solitary-self-

talk is distinguishable from self-talk in the social con-

text since it does not disappear in middle childhood. If 

solitary-self-talk assumed a grammatical practice function, 

it would disappear once the child had mastered the grarnrnati-

cal system. Because solitary-self-talk is related to cog-

nitive rather than syntactic development, it does not dis-

appear but continues to develop. If solitary-self-talk does 

fu~fill a cognitive growth function then it is possible 

that it serves the same function in adults. These specula-

tions remain to be fully explored. 

Solitary-Self-Talk and Environmental 
variab2.es 

The presence or absence of toys 1n the child's en-

vironrnent did not affect solitary-self-talk, presumably 

because the children were at the symbolic level and engaged 
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in pretend play behaviors. Soli taY1r-self-talk did \:'ary with 

other kinds of environmental stimulation. As previously 

stated, children discussed both new and exciting and ro~tine 

events in their solitary-self-talk. All children talked 

about toilet behaviors, daddy going to work and returning 

horne, the telephone, doing puzzles, eating favorite foods, 

and going outside to play. 

Solitary-Self-Talk and the Psycho-Social and 
Physical States of the Children 

Solitary-self-talk was related to psycho-social and 

physical states. Children who were ill did not self-talk. 

Children who were unhappy, tired, or irritable did not self-

talk for long periods. Children who were put to bed before 

they were tired and who did not resist bedtime tended to 

self-talk the longest. One child in the experiment self-

talked for forty-five minutes before her mother entered the 

room and told her to be quiet. The child, however, self-

talked an additional fifteen minutes before settling down 

for the night. This may indicate that solitary-self-talk 

serves the emotive functions described by Flavell (1966) 

and Weir (1962) in that children may be using self-talk to 

calm themselves before they fall asleep. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

Recent psycholinguistic research has concentrated 

on child language in the communicative context as a key to 

understanding normal language development. Children, how

ever, also engage in verbal activities which occur ln non

communicative contexts. Although the existence of self

talk has been documented, most of the research in this area 

has focused on self-talk in the communicative context. 

This research has not explained the existence or the develop

mental role of solitary-self-talk. 

Weir (1962) published a detailed diary study of her 

son, Anthony's, crib talk in which she speculated that 

among other things, solitary-self-talk may function as syn

tactic practice. Because Weir did not compare Anthony's 

self-talk to his communicative speech, this theory has 

never been proven. Therefore, the purpose of this research 

was to explore the relationship between solitary-self

talking and normal communicative language development. 

Specifically, this research focused on the content, form 

and function of solitary-self-talk and how self-talk was 

similar to or different from conversational speech. Other 

questions of interest related to the ~ossibility of a connec

tion between solitary-self-talk and cognitive growth, the 
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effect of environmental variables, and the effects of psycho

social and physical variables on solitary-self-talk. The 

review of literature resulted in the following hypothesis: 

Solitary-self-talk will be found to primarily ser~e 

a syntactic practice function as evidenced by: 

a) a higher syntactic complexity level than com

municative speech to parents 

b) a greater incidence of buildups, breakdowns, 

and alterations than communicative speech to 

parents 

c) a higher frequency of developing structures than 

communicative speech to parents. 

The following questions were explored by percentage 

and descriptive analyses. 

1. Are solitary-self-talk and communicative speech 

distinguishable by linguistic ferro? 

2. Are solitary-self-talk and conversational speech 

distinguishable by content? 

3. Are solitary-self-talk and conversational speech 

distinguishable by function. 

4. Does solitary-self-talk reflect the cognitive 

level of the child? 

5. Is solitary-self-talk affected by environmental 

variables? 

6. Is solitary-self-talk affected by the physical 

or psycho-social states of the child? 
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The subjects were two male and two female children 

ranging in age from twenty-three months to twenty-seven 

months. All children had normal language development and 

medical histories. All four children were recorded in 

their natural language learning environments until approxi

mately four hundred utterances were obtained in each condi

tion yielding a corpus of approximately 3200 utterances. 

Differences between solitary-self-talk and communi

cative speech were analyzed by step wise multiple discrimi

nant analyses and percentage comparisons. Results indi

cated that solitary-self-talk is at a lower syntactic level 

than communicative speech to parents. Solitary-self-talk 

and communicative speech to parents were not distinguish

able on the basis of buildups, breakdowns or alterations. 

Finally, there was a higher incidence of developing struc

tures in conversational speech to parents than in solitary

self-talk. 

The content, form and function of solitary-self-

talk were analyzed descriptively. It appeared that soli

tary-self-talk and communicative speech were similar in 

content and function but differed in form. In addition, 

solitary-self-talk appeared to change in form with cogni

tive growth and seemed to be related to the cognitive stage 

of the child. 
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Conclusions 

The following conclusion was drawn from statistical 

analysis: 

1. Solitary-self-talk does not serve primarily a 

syntactic practice function. The hypothesis was 

rejected. 

The following conclusions were drawn from descrip

tive analysis. 

1. Solitary-self-talk and communicative speech are 

distinguishable by form. 

2. Solitary-self-talk and communicative speech are 

similar in content. 

3. Solitary-self-talk and communicative speech are 

similar in function. 

4. Solitary-self-talk reflects the cognitive level 

of the child. 

5. Solitary-self-talk 1s affected by environmental 

variables. 

6. Solitary-self-talk 1s affected by the physical 

and psycho-social states of the child. 

Clinical Implications 

Many language delayed or deviant children are more 

shy, less verbal, and on the whole, harder to test than 

normal language developing children. Most assessment tecr.

niques traditior.ally involve formal testing or language 

sampling in a clinical enviro~ment in which these children 
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are reluctant to communicate. Some childhood autistic and 

schizophrenic children are reluctant to communicate in any 

situation. For these children analysis of solitary-self

talk might provide information about linguistic skills, 

cognitive development, and play behaviors. 

The high frequency of errors observed 1n conversa

tion reflects the attempts of children to add complexity 

to their conversational speech. Often, when they add de

veloping structures to their sentences, the linguistic 

system overloads, resulting in developmental errors or 

omissions. It seems that while solitary-self-talk reflects 

the child's intuitive knowledge of linguistic rules, con

versational speech is the context in which linguistic ex

perimentation and growth takes place. 

It appears, therefore, that parent-child interac

tions affect, in some positive manner, the complexity of 

the children's utterances. Because interaction seems to 

facilitate linguistic experimentation, environmental inter

action remains a viable model for language assessment and 

intervention. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Solitary-self-talk 1s a multi-dimensional and com

plex verbal behavior about which many questions remain to 

be answered. 

1. Why is it that some children engage in solitary

self-talking and others do not engage in this 
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activity? 

2. Is solitary-self-talk an outgrowth of babbling? 

Do the same children who babble most frequently 

self-talk most frequently? 

3. How is solitary-self-talk related to self-tal~ 

in the communicative context? 

4. How is self-talk related to problem solving be-

haviors? 

5. Is solitary-self-talk related to intelligence? 

6. Do language delayed children solitary-self-talk? 

7. Are normal solitary-self-talkers at a more ad-

vanced stage of linguistic development than 

normal children who do not self-talk? 

8. Is the solitary-self-talk of language delayed or 

deviant children different from the solitary-self-

talk of normal language developing children? 
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APPENDIX A 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

I hereby give my consent for my child 's 

participation in the project entitled: Solitary Self-talk 

in Two Year Olds: Structure and Function. I understand 

that the persons responsible for this project are Patricia 

Dukes, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology, 

Texas Tech University, and her graduate student, Margaret 

Cox. They have explained to me that the objective of this 

study is to investigate the structure and function of 

solitary self-talk in normal two year olds, and its rela

tionship to the development of communicative speech. 

The procedures have been explained to me as follows: 

I understand that language sampling procedure will take 

five days plus a short initial interview sess1on. During 

the initial interview I will answer some standardized ques

tions about my child's development. 

I understand that a microphone will be hung from 

my child's bedroom ceiling for this purpose. It has been 

explained to me that at naptirnes or bedtimes when the ex

aminer is not present I may turn on the tape recorder when 

I put my child to bed. It has been explained to me that I 

may shut off the recorder when I enter the room to wake 

him up. I understand that I will be encouraged to revlew 

all of my child's tapes and that if I fj_nd the ccP ~ent o.: 

any tape objecLionable in any way, I may require that such 
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content be erased and excluded from this study. I under

stand that no medication is involved in this study and that 

procedures involved will not harm my child emotionally or 

physically. I also understand that my child will not de

rive any therapeutic treatment or benefits from participat

ing in this study and that I am free to discontinue the 

study at any time I choose. 

I understand the results of this study, including 

my child's participation and history may be included in a 

thesis or scientific publication but that my child and I 

will not be identified by name and that our names will re

main confidential. I consent to the use of information ob

tained through observations of my child for these scientific 

purposes. 

The authorized representative has explained the pro

cedures to be followed and described the attendant risks 

and discomforts as well as the benefits to be expected frcm 

my child's participation in this study. Dr. Dukes and 

Margaret cox have agreed to answer any inquiries that I 

might have concerning the procedures and have informed me 

that I may contact the Texas Tech University Institutional 

Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects by writing 

them in care of the office of Research Services, Texas Tech 
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University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling 742-5279. 

Signature of Subject's Parent Date -------------------------- --------

Signature of Project Director 
or Authorized Representative Date 

--------------------------~ ----

Signature of Witness to 
Oral Presentation and 
Signature Date -------------------------- ------



APPENDIX B 

MOTHER'S RECORD FORM 

Child's Name 
Date ----------------------------

talked at Naptime 
Bedtime ___ _ 

Talked Most at Naptime -----Talked Most at Bedtime ----
Visitors -----------------------------

Excursions outside the Home 

Talked on the Phone to: 

Other Activities: 

Attitude at Bedtime: 

tired ___ not tired ___ happy ___ irritable ___ sleepy ___ not 

sleepy_ 

resisted bedtime ---did not resist bedtime 

Health today was 

---
___ good 

fair ---__ _..p_oor 

Were there anv new stimuli ln the house? 
~ 

Other comments: 
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APPENDIX C 

LIST OF PHRASE STRUCTURE AND 
TRANSFORMATIONAL VARIABLES 

1. Noun Phrase 1 
2. Proper Noun 
3. Indefinite Pronoun 
4. Pre-Article 
5. Definite Article 
6. Indefinite Article 
7. Determiner 1 
8. Determiner 2 
9. Personal Pronoun 

10. Possessive Pronoun 
11. Singular Count Koun 
12. Plural Count Noun 
13. Non-Count Noun 
14. Verb Transitive 
15. Verb Intransitive 
16. Present Tense 
17. Past Tense 
18. Particle 
19. Tense Omitted 
20. Auxiliary Omitted 
21. Be + ing 
22. Copula Be 
23. Adverbial of Manner 
24. Adverbial of Place 
25. Adverbial of Time 
26. Adverbial of Frequency 
27. Modifier 
28. Predicate Adjective 
29. Noun Phrase 2 
30. Tag or Intonational Question 
31. T-Yes-No Question 
32. T-Wh-Adverb Question 
33. T-Wh-Noun Phrase Question 
34. T-Negative 
35. T-Imperative 
36. T-Insert Do 
37. T-Pronomialization 
38. T-Particle Separation 
39. T-Conjunction 
40. T-Indirect Object 
41. T-Infinitival Complement 
42. T-Possessive 
43. T-Adjective 
44. T-Nominal Compound 
45. T-Adverb Inversion 
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APPENDIX D 

DEFINITIONS 

Buildups, as defined by Weir (1962), are characterized by 
the original phonemic shape of the initial utterance being 
maintained in structures which are longer and more complex. 
For example: 

Where's the nose? 
Where's the nose drops? 

I see you Mom. 
I see you Mommy. 
I see you go bye bye. 

Breakdowns, as defined by Weir (1962), are characterized by 
the same type of occurrence except that utterances become 
less complex and shorter. For example: 

I make a circle, right? 
A circle, right? 

I got the playdough 
I got playdough 
Play playdough 

Alterations are consecutive sentences which are the same 
length and construction, but one 9r several items in the 
sentences are changed. For example: 

Let's get up. 
Daddy get up. 

The barrett is. 
The bar~e~ isn'~. 
The barret put. 

Phonological Play--A phonological play sequence is one ~n 
which rhythm, rhyme, alliteration and reduplification 
supersede content in importance. 

/idi idi auw/ 
/idi ida auw/ 

wet walk /wup wup wap/ 

oakie doakie 
oakie doakie 
oakie doakie 
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